
WHY SHOULD AN ENTERPRISE

UPGRADE ITS SAGE X3 VERSION TO V12?



The capability Sage X3 V12 provides for the organization to

Adapt and Scale easily without getting into too many

complications.

The new features of Sage X3 V12 help an enterprise’s operations

team to use their ERP systems seamlessly. This advantage brings

versatility to enterprises enabling technology enhancements

and powering them with a faster pace to complete their

transactions.

One of the main strategic advantage of Sage X3 V12 compared

with the earlier versions is-

Let’s start with the changes in the User Interface-

Aesthetically, the V12 interface is smoother, faster and

responsive compared to the earlier versions. While these changes

seem just cosmetic, it makes life simpler to the user by allowing

them to find tools and menu items, both on the mobile desktop

versions.

The navigations have been simplified. Now you can access your

most frequent accessed menu items by bookmarking them or do

a quick search of a menu item using the search feature.
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User Experience is smooth now
While an enhanced V12 user interface offers a superior

user experience, the core functional features still

take an upper hand adding exceptional value over the

existing versions.

Greater Compliance Requirements
The enhanced compliance features embedded in the

V12 version, makes it easy for any enterprise to scale

and adapt to new geographies without getting into too

many complications (for instance- the implementation

of VAT in the Middle East or GDPR in the UK).

Improved Distribution Operations
The introduction of License Plate Numbers in

considered to be the most value-adding feature for

Distribution companies as this saves a lot of time in

tracking. With V12, the SKU and the containers can be

easily tracked by enabling tracking throughout the

distribution process and getting the exact insight on

the product across its lifecycle.
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Improved Planning and Production
A new feature called Production Scheduler in the V12

version helps enterprises to define their interactive

planning capabilities and capacity scheduling

algorithms. This enables the production management

team to adapt to the dynamic situations that may arise

in the production life cycle. If any aspect of the

product life cycle is slightly inefficient and affects the

entire production, then enterprises can quickly adapt

and align to changing their planning strategy with the

new criterion.

Round the clock Access: Mobile Interface
V12 version is accessible on any browser (read that as

all major browsers in use) and offers accessibility on

mobiles thereby allowing users to access their ERP

solutions anywhere.    The other salient feature is the

addition of data integration API framework that

enables enterprises to connect with the ecosystem

products with added ease.

In a crux, upgrading to V12 is an important step your enterprise

can take to ensure your Sage product remains secure and

compatible across geographies and business functionalities.

To know more how to upgrade to V12, reach out to us at
info@germinit.com


